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In this world nothing can be said to be 

certain, except death and taxes.

-- Benjamin Franklin



3Context

Having 
awareness of 

death

Taking 
actions



MOURNING END-OF-LIFE

LEGACYREMEMBRANCE

How do people mourn and heal 
after their loved ones die?

How do people and their family 
cope with the end-of-life situation?

What/How/Why do people 
inherit and pass on things?

How do people memorialize 
their deceased loved ones?



Secondary Research
& Competitive Overview

I. SME interviews

II. Literature research

III.Competitive analysis

IV.CHI & Facebook visit



6SME interviews

8 in total

➔2 researchers for legacies

➔1 researcher for history reenactment

➔1 author of book/blog about digital legacy

➔1 property lawyer

➔1 chaplain for hospice

➔1 psychologist

➔1 grief counselor

Rebecca Gulotta Evan Carroll

Karen Boxx John Troyer

Loren Peters Chia-Wen Chen

Scott Magelssen Aileen Park



Literature research

4 categories

➔Mourning

➔End-of-life

➔Remembrance

➔Legacy
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Some available services 8

Eterni.me

Legacy curation & 

preservation

willing.com

Make digital will

Afterword

Posthumous communication 

Capsoole

Protect private data

After Note

Funeral arrangement

Facebook memorial account

Memorial system



Competitive analysis 9

Quiring 
Monuments (QR 

code)

Mourn and Heal

Memorialize

OnlinePhysical 

Virtual Graveyard

Music Thanatologist

Funerals

Eterni.m
e

Facebook 
Memorialization

The Voice Library

Newspaper 
Obituaries

Open 
to 

HopeCrisis Care 
Network

GriefShare

Boxego

Memoir

Perpetu

Afterwords

Capsool
e

Secure
Safe

ETER9
Online community 

supporting healing

Posthumous 

communication 

services

Cloud storage 

for online data

Memory 

documentation



CHI & Facebook visit 10

Vanessa Callison-Burch

Product manager for 
memorialization @ Facebook

Jed Brubaker

Researcher/professor on digital 
legacy at the University of Colorado



Key findings

➔ Mourning is an individual process, and a sense of community helps.

➔ A good death means good physical, mental and spiritual conditions.

➔ Both the deceased and the bereaved need an act of “closure” to accept the death. The process is 

more valuable than the result of the act.

➔ In academia, lots of design challenges surfaced but very limited design suggestions were 

identified.

➔ In the industry, none of the current products/services have established a significant user base 

due to the lack of awareness or sense of urgency around death.

➔ For digital legacy, algorithmic curation and the account stewardship are the emerging trends in 

the industry.
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Primary Research

I. Observation

II. Focus Group

III.Semi-structured Interviews



MOURNING
END-OF-LIFE

LEGACYREMEMBRANCE

Observation
Interview

Focus group
Interview

Focus group
Interview



14Observation

Research Questions:

➔What do people currently talking about death?

Participants: 

➔Host: Loren Peters (chaplain for hospice)

➔5 others (some with professions related to death)

➔3 of our group members

Method



15Observation

➔Technology has separated people 

from the interactions with death.

➔It’s hard talk about death

between different generations.

➔Experiencing the loss of loved 

ones could have positive impact

on people’s life.

◆ “People’s life take off if they were so 

close to death and recovered.”

Key findings



162 Focus Groups

Research Questions:

➔What kinds of legacy are considered 

meaningful to memorialize their deceased 

loved one? 

➔How do people want to plan their legacy and 

be remembered?

Participants: 

➔Loved one passed away in the past 1-5 years

Method



172 Focus Groups

➔Spiritual life values are the most important types 

of legacy.

➔People want to be remembered in a positive way.

• “I don’t want people to remember me as a sharp talker.”

➔People tend to remember a positive image of 

their deceased loved ones.

➔People start thinking about death when they 

start losing people in their lives.

Key findings



1810 Interviews

Research Questions:

➔To understand the evolving attitude (awareness) toward death

➔To understand the end-of-life experience, needs and interactions in the 

scenario of a predictable death 

➔To understand the curation and remembrance

Method



1910 Interviews

Participants: age 18-30 (3) / 31-45 (4) / 46-59 (2) / 60+ (1)

➔Profile 1: People who have taken action in terms of preparing for death.

➔Profile 2: People who have a loved one who is currently in or has been 

through an end-of-life situation.

➔Profile 3: People who currently consider themselves to be in their final 

stage of life.

Method



10 Interviews

➔ The main trigger for people to start thinking or taking actions about death is when someone 

close to them dies or almost dies

➔ People who are surrounded by many loved ones tend to care more about their preparation for 

death and legacy

➔ Death is a taboo topic. People feel uncomfortable bringing up the topic. It’s easier to initiate the 

talk if it’s mediated by something from the outside.

➔ Making a will or preparations means acknowledging your mortality.

➔ After realizing that death is inevitable, most people try to take actions to avoid regret before 

their own or a loved one’s death. 

➔ Generally, people desire to be remembered positively and choose to pass on artifacts and 

information that reinforce that identity.
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Key findings



SUMMARY



Theme 1:  Preparation for death

Evidence

➔ “Constant reminder of death bothers 

people”

➔ “As time goes by, I might get more 

involved with it.”

Implication

➔Both the deceased and the bereaved 

have limited or no preparation before 

death if they do not have the 

conversation beforehand.
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Preparation happens when necessary. Talking about death is difficult

Design guidance

➔The design should prompt the 

conversation of death at the right 

timing.

➔The design should NOT keep 

reminding people of death.

➔The design should facilitate the 

conversation of death preparation.



Theme 2:  Closure & Redress

Evidence

➔ “I regret on that” (not having a good  

goodbye conversation)

➔People want to be remembered 

positively.

Implication

➔Having the closure conversation and 

knowing that one will be remembered 

positively after death gives meanings 

to people's life.
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People want to leave the world in a positive manner 

Design guidance

➔The design should help users leave the 

final image in a way that they want to 

be remembered. 

➔The design should inform the 

importance of the closure 

conversation.

➔The design should encourage an open-

minded conversation.



Theme 3:  Bequest

Evidence

➔ “I want to help them”

➔The deceased’s life story prompts the 

bereaved to reflect on their own life.

Implication

➔Life value is considered the most 

important and meaningful type of 

legacy from both the deceased and 

the bereaved.
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People want to pass on their life values. Remembrance and exp. of loss can  impact life positively.

Design guidance

➔The design should help users pass on 

life stories and values to their loved 

ones.

➔The design should help users 

incorporate life values.

➔The design should help users pass on 

stories and love to the next 

generation who never meet them.



Reflection

➔People involved in the death space are very passionate about the topic and more 

approachable than we thought.

➔ It’s not easy to design coherent research methods building upon each other.

➔Broader research questions required broader profile of participants, which made 

recruitment much harder.

➔Be prepared for the no-show participants and recruit backup if needed.

➔ It’s hard to avoid bias when we only have resources to interpret each interview or 

focus group finding by one researcher.

➔Listing findings is easy. Synthesizing the findings is NOT so easy.
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Next step

Choose one theme to continue based on:

➔Problem severity (User)

➔Market opportunity (Business)

➔Feasibility (Technology)

➔Preference of our group
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